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Abstract: Term and pattern related approaches are used in information filtering. These approaches are used for generating users’ 

information needs from a large number of documents. A prediction for these techniques is the documents in the collection are all 

about the same topic. However, in reality, users’ interests can be diverse and the documents in the collection often involve multiple 

topics. Topic modelling, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation is given to generate statistical models to represent multiple topics in a 

collection of documents, and this has been widely utilized in the fields of machine learning and information retrieval. Patterns are 

always thought to be more discriminative than single terms and words for describing documents. However, the large amount of 

discovered patterns hinder them from being effectively used in real time applications, therefore the selection of the most 

discriminative patterns from the number of discovered patterns becomes crucial. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Modeling user interests is a process to understand the user's 

information needs based on the most relevant information that 

can be found and delivered to the user. In order to extract the 

user's specific interests, traditionally, many term-based 

approaches are used because of their efficient computing 

performance, as well as mature theories for term weighting, 

such as Rocchio, BM25, etc. But futures functionality suffers 

from problems of polysemy and synonymy. The sentence-

based approaches are more discriminative and must be 

semantically meaningful. However, the performance of using 

phrases in actual applications is discouraging. To overcome 

the limitations of term and expression-based approaches, 

pattern-based techniques have used models to represent user 

interest and improve efficiency. 

 

This Paper is organized as Follows. Section 2 describes Topic 

modeling and information filtering Section 3 describes Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation and Pattern Enhanced LDA and Relevant 

Documents are fetched. 

Topic modeling Information filtering 

Topic modeling [1] is one most popular probabilistic text 

modeling techniques and it was quickly accepted by computer 

learning and text extraction communities. In this the most 

inspiring contribution of subject modeling is that it 

automatically classifies documents into a collection by a 

number of subjects and represents each document with several 

subjects and their corresponding distribution. The thematic 

representation generated by the use of subject modeling can 

fill the problem of semantic confusion over traditional text 

extraction techniques. The representation by simple words 

with probabilistic distributions breaks the relations between 

the associated words. Therefore, the modeling of subjects 

requires the improvement of the interests of modelling users in 

terms of interpretations of subjects. In this work, a model 

based model is proposed to improve the semantic 

interpretations of subjects. This work focuses on how the 

subject model based on the proposed model can be used in the 

field of information filtering (IF) for constructing content-

based user interest modeling. Topic Modelling is a 

probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text 

collections. It can automatically divide documents in a 

collection by a number of topics and represents every 

document with number topics and their corresponding 

distribution. Two representative methods are Probabilistic 

Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [12] and LDA [11]. 

However, there are two problems if we directly apply topic 

models for information filtering. The first problem is that the 

topic distribution itself is insufficient to represent documents 

due to its limited number of dimensions. The second problem 

is that the word based topic representation is limited to 

distinctively represent documents which have different 

semantic content since many words in the topic representation 

are repeated general words. 

Information filtering is used for removing repeated and 

unwanted information from collection of information and from 

collection of documents which is based on representations of 

documents that represent the interests of users. Once the user 

profiles are collected, in this thesis we focus on modeling the 

interests of the user with multiple subjects. Using classical 

subject models, the interests of the user can be represented by 

a predefined number of subjects, each represented by words 

and their distribution. In this work, the "relevance" of a 

document refers to the relevance between the interests of the 

user and the document. Assume that the interests of the user 

are well represented with models-based subjects. Given that 

very often the number of models in some of the subjects can 

be enormous and that many models are not discriminative 

enough to represent specific subjects, we will propose 

methods of classification modeling of relevance for the 

representation of documents and l of relevance. Topical 
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models for document modeling should be selected. In this 

work, to represent subjects instead of using frequent models, 

we proposed to select the most representative and most 

recurrent models, called corresponding maximum patterns. A 

new theme model is Topic-Based Modeling based on 

Maximum Compatible Models (MPBTM), is given for 

document representation and relevance ranking of document. 

Models in the MPBTM content models are well structured so 

that the maximum matching models can be effectively 

selected and used for representing and classifying documents. 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

LDA is the most commonly used topic modeling algorithm 

that discovers the hidden topics from collection of documents. 

Here each discovered topic is represented as distribution over 

words. LDA discover the hidden topics from the document set 

by using the word that appears in each document. Let D = {d1, 

d2, dm} be the collection of documents and the total number 

of documents in the collection be „m‟. LDA is applied to the 

whole documents for dividing it into specified number of 

topics. The main idea behind LDA is under the assumption of 

each document is considered to contain multiple topics and 

each topic can be defined as distribution over words. 

The LDA model is represented by using two levels, document 

level and collection level. At document level each document 

di from the document set is represented by topic distribution θ 

di = (vdi, 1, vdi, 2, … vdi ,V) ,V is the number of topics. At 

collection level the document set is represented as D. Each 

document is represented by a probability distribution over 

words, ɸj for topic j. Overall we have ɸ = {ɸ1, ɸ2, . . . ,ɸv} for 

all topics. LDA model also generates the word topic 

assignment apart from these two levels of representation that 

is the word occurrence is considered related to the topics. 

The topic distribution over the whole document collection D 

can be calculated from the LDA model, ɸ D = (vD,1, vD,2 ,. . 

. , vD,V), where vD, j indicates the importance degree of the 

topic Zj in the collection D. The most important contribution 

of LDA model is that the topic representation using word 

distribution and the document representation using topic 

representation. The topic representation indicates which words 

are important to which topic and document representation 

indicates which topics are important to which document. LDA 

can learn topics from the collection of documents and 

decompose the documents according to the topics. Various 

methods are utilized for new incoming documents to situating 

the content in terms of trained topics. In this paper we use a 

pattern based topic model to represent documents and propose 

an accurate ranking method that determines the relevance of 

new incoming documents. 

The algorithms that deal with subject modeling are mostly 

used to analyze the words of the base contexts to discover the 

themes that cross them, how these themes are related to each 

other and how they evolve over time. Probabilistic latent 

semantic analysis (PLSA) [3] is a technique for analyzing data 

in two modes and co-occurrence. The probabilistic model of 

latent semantic indexing, which was introduced by Hoffman, 

was quickly accepted in several text modeling applications. 

PLSI, called an aspect model, is a latent variable model for 

general co-occurrence data that associates an unobserved class 

(subject) variable with each observation (i.e., each occurrence 

of 'a word). The PLSI model presents a problem because its 

generative semantics is not well defined. Therefore, there is no 

natural way to predict a previously invisible document and the 

number of PLSI parameters increases linearly with the number 

of training documents, making the model likely to be 

overvalued. LDA is a probabilistic subject model that 

considers probability distribution functions to assign words in 

a document to a particular subject. The underlying instinct 

behind LDA is, the documents are a mix of multiple subjects. 

For example, the document named computer, may have 

subjects such as data structure, algorithms, computational 

theory, computer network, etc., the documents are a mixture of 

subjects. These subjects are distributed on a document in equal 

or unequal proportion. There are mainly two types of variables 

in LDA as hidden variables and observed variables. The 

processed variables are usually the words in given documents 

while the hidden variables describe the structure of the 

subject. More precisely, the data come from hidden random 

variables and these variables form a thematic structure. The 

process of deducing the hidden structure of the document is 

performed by calculating the posterior distribution. This 

distribution is the conditional distribution of the hidden 

variables in the documents. The word "Dirichlet" in Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation is a distribution used to draw a 

distribution by subject of a document, that is, it specifies how 

subjects are distributed in a particular document. In the 

generator process, this dirichlet distribution output is used to 

assign document words to different topics. 

The correlated subject model (CTM) [4] is a type of statistical 

model used in the processing of natural language and machine 

learning. They are used to find topics that appear in a group of 

documents. The CTM key is the normal logistic distribution. It 

is a new subject model that extends from LDA that directly 

models the correlation between subjects. Use normal logistical 

distribution to create relationships between subjects. But the 

CTM requires a lot of calculation and it has many general 

words in the subjects 

Blei [3], discussed Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) as a 

typical statistical topic modelling technique and the most 

common topic modelling tool currently in use. It can discover 

the hidden topics in collections of documents from the 

appearing words in the documents. Let D = fd1; d2;; dM g be 

a collection of documents. The total number of documents in 
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the collection is M. The idea behind LDA is that every 

document is considered as involving multiple topics and each 

topic can be defined as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary 

of words that appear in documents. Specifically, LDA models 

a document as a probabilistic mixture of topics and treats each 

topic as a probability distribution over words. 

Azzopardi [8], Lee and Lee, 2014, Wei and Croft, 2006, Yi 

and Allan, 2009], opened a new channel to model the 

relevance of documents Topic models are incorporated in the 

frame work of a language model and achieve successful 

retrieval results. The LDA-based document models are state-

of-the-art topic modeling approaches. Information retrieval 

systems based on these models achieved good performance.  

The model based on the motif can be considered as a "post-

LDA" model because here the patterns are constructed from 

the thematic representation of the LDA (Latent Dirichlet 

Allocation) model [2]. When we compare models based on 

models with subject models based on the word, we can 

analyze that the model-based model of the subject can be used 

to represent more precisely the semantic content of the user's 

documents. However, the models of some subjects can be 

enormous and some models are not sufficiently discriminating 

to represent specific subjects. 

Pattern Enhanced LDA  

Pattern based representation overcome the limitations of word 

based representation, which provide an accurate method for 

represent documents. Moreover in pattern-based 

representation the structural information is provided by the 

association among the words. In order to discover 

semantically meaningful pattern from the document set for 

representing the topics and documents, two steps are 

proposed: 

(1) Construct a new transactional dataset from the LDA 

outcomes of the document collection D. 

(2) Generate pattern based representations from the 

transactional dataset to represent user needs. 

(3) Obtain Pattern Equivalence Class 

1) Construct Transactional Dataset 

Let Rdi and zj signify the word-topic assignment for topic 

mentioned in Zj as in the document di. Rdi Zj is a sequence of 

words assigned to topic Zj. For applying LDA the number of 

topics is specified by the user. The words under each topic 

occurs in each document is called topical document 

transaction. Topical document transaction (TDT) is set of 

words without any duplicates. For all the word-topic 

assignments Rdi;Zj to Zj , we can construct a transactional 

dataset Гj. Let D = {d1, . . . , dM} be the original document 

collection, the transactional dataset Гj for topic Zj is defined 

as Гj = {I1j; I 2j ; . . . ; I Mj}. Where Iij is the set of words 

which occur in Rdi,Zj. Iij called a topical document 

transaction. For each of the topics in D, we can construct V 

transactional datasets (Г1, Г2, . . . , Гv). 

2) Generate Pattern based Representation 

In the proposed pattern based method frequent patterns 

generated from each transactional dataset Гj is used to 

represent Zj. Patterns is the set of related words. For a given 

minimal support threshold σ, an itemset X in Гj is frequent if 

and only if supp(X) >= σ, where supp(X) is the support of X 

which is the number of transactions in Гj that contain X. 

Minimal support threshold is specified by the user. The 

itemset frequency „X‟ is defined as the set of all frequent 

pattern are represented the topic Zj, denoted as Xzi = {Xi1, 

X12, . . . , Ximi } , where mi is the total number of patterns in 

Xzi and v is the total number of topics. 

3) Pattern Equivalence Class 

The number of frequent pattern obtained from the previous 

stage is considerably large and many of them are not 

necessarily useful. Several concise patterns have been 

proposed to represent useful patterns instead of frequent 

patterns generated from a large dataset such as maximal 

patterns and closed patterns. For a dataset the number of the 

concise patterns is significantly smaller than the number of 

frequent patterns generated. 

Let EC1 and EC2 be two different equivalence classes of the 

same transactional dataset. Then EC1 ∩ EC2 = ɸ which means 

that the equivalence classes are exclusive of each other. There 

are two pertaining parts used in the proposed model. In this 

they have used training part to generate user interest model 

from the collection of different number of training documents 

and filtering part determines the relevance of new incoming 

document.  

Effective discovery of the work model for text exploration is 

proposed by N. Zhong, Y. Li and ST Wu. The author has 

studied an effective and efficient method of model discovery 

that includes pattern-deployment processes and Pattern 

development. In this work, we consider model taxonomy of 

models. There are two main steps in PTM [7]. The first step 

describes how to extract useful templates from text 

documents, and the second step is how to use these discovered 

templates to improve the efficiency of a knowledge discovery 

system. Firstly in the process, PTM divides the text document 

into a set of paragraphs and then treat them as an individual 

transaction, which consists of a set of words (terms). In the 

next phase, finding frequent patterns from these transactions 

applies the data mining method and generates pattern 

taxonomies. To obtain a relevant model, a pruning process is 

applied using the following sequential pattern browsing 

algorithm named SPMining is used here. 

The subject model based on the maximal matching pattern [8] 

consists of thematic distributions describing the thematic 

preferences of each document or the collection of documents 
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and the thematic representations based on motifs having the 

semantic meaning of each subject. There are mainly two 

phases in this model. The first is the document training phase 

and the second is the document filtering phase. During the 

training phase of the document, the modeling of users' 

interests is carried out. Four steps are proposed to generate the 

subject-based user interest model. First subject modeling 

algorithm named LDA applying to each document. LDA 

automatically classifies documents into the number of topics 

and each subject contains a number of words based on their 

probability. Next, build a new transactional dataset from the 

LDA result, which removes duplicate words. The resulting 

transactional data set is the input of the pattern scanning 

algorithm. Track frequent mie profiles using an efficient 

pattern-scanning algorithm. Patterns contain more information 

than unique words. In the field of filtering, incoming 

documents pass through subject modeling, pattern exploration 

and, finally, the MPBTM selects the maximum matching 

patterns, instead of using all the patterns discovered. Next, 

compare the incoming document template with the training 

document template. From this we can find corresponding 

maximal models and which are used to estimate the relevance 

of incoming documents.  

 

II. CONCLUSION 

 

This Paper we have discusses of   Topic modeling and 

information filtering, studied Latent Dirichlet Allocation and 

Pattern Enhanced LDA and how relevant documents are get 

fetched. For trend analysis, we can find out relevant 

documents using these techniques. Currently we are working 

on how document clustering can be used for trend analysis. 
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